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INTRODUCTION
Johann Kuhnau, born in 166o, distinguished himself in uncommonly many fields.
He was a musician who, aside from his native German, spoke Italian, French, Hebrew,
Latin, and Greek. He had studied Mathematics and Law, and was active as a lawyer
even while holding the post of Cantor at the Thomas-Kirche in Leipzig (1684). In 1701
the position of Director of l\1usic at the University of Leipzig was added to his many
activities.
His musical skills went a good deal farther than those normally deemed sufficient
for an organist and choir-master- even if one takes into consideration that the ability
to compose was, in his time, a requirement essential to anyone holding a church position
of some consequence. Among his literary works the most extensive was his satirical
novel, Der musikalische Quacksalber (J7oo), in which he criticized and ridiculed the musical
scene of his day.
Kuhnau died in 1722 and was succeeded in his, position at St. Thomas by Johann
Sebastian Bach- succeeded and overshadowed, so that he was soon forgotten by the
musical world. Yet, while his music cannot compare with that of his great successor, he
did achieve a certain distinction, more lasting than he or anyone else could possibly have
foreseen: he was the first composer to write "sonatas" for a solo keyboard instrument.
The sonatas current at his time, such as the chamber sonatas of the Italians, always
included at least one obbligato instrument in addition to the keyboard.
The six sonatas here presented comprise the last set of keyboard works Kuhnau
wrote (1700). They are primarily based on the biblical stories they are meant to illustrate
and, despite the term "sonata," they do not conform to any specific structural principles.
(Not that Kuhnau's keyboard sonatas without program do; they are practically as free,
structurally, as the programatic sonatas although the lack of a story might lead one to
expect otherwise.)
The first keyboard composition Kuhnau chose to call a sonata appeared in 1692,
as an addendum to the second part of his Neue Clavier-Obung, a collection of suites
(Partien). This collection was followed by an entire set of sonatas (without program),
the Frische Clavier-Fruchte, which preceded_the Biblical Sonatas by four years.
In the preface to the Neue Clavier-Ubung Kuhnau tried to justify his innovation
-i.e., the sonata he had appended- by posing the question: why should it not be possible
to write such pieces for a [solo] keyboard just as one does for other instruments, "especially
since none of the other instruments have ever been able to contest the clavier's perfection?"

*

*

*

Our edition of the Biblical Sonatas includes facsimile reproductions of the titlepage and prefatory matter of the original edition of 1700 (except the dedication, which
is of no musical interest), and two pages of the music as it appeared in that edition 1
(pp. XVI and XVII). The frontispiece (p. VII), taken from the edition of 1710, 2 bears
an inscription indicating that the sonatas may be played su l'Organo, Clavicembalo, ed
altri Stromenti somiglianti.
The musical text is a reprint from the fourth volume of the first set of the
Denkmaler deutscher Tonkunst, edited by Karl Pasler and published in 1901.

*

*
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The Biblical Sonatas contain very few ornament signs. Instead, as will be shown
later, Kuhnau expects the player to supply ornamentation wherever appropriate, guided
by the way in which he himself marked the ornaments in his Neue Clavier-Cbung (1st
part: 1689; 2nd part: 1692) 3 • It is necessary, therefore, to subject these ornaments to a
brief examination.
They include tr, t, (,, S, /, '- ,//., etc., and Kuhnau, in the preface to the first
set, gave instructions concerning their execution- instructions so confusingly and
ambiguously phrased, and so incomplete, that they are, unfortunately, only of limited
value. However, most of the ornaments probably correspond roughly to those with
which present-day serious musicians are fairly familiar (at least in theory).
The only exceptions are the ornaments marked with one or two little slanting lines.
Taken from the copy at the Library of Congress, Washington, D. C.
A copy of which is in the Nationa/bib/iothek, Vienna.
'We have appended to this volume the first Partie from the second set of the Neue Clavier-Ubung (see pp. 62-65) in order
to give an example of these earlier pieces.
1

2

Here confusion is not confined to Kuhnau's explanatory remarks but reigns throughout
the sources of the period. The major part of Karl Pasler's preface to the Denkmaler
edition concerns itself with a thorough study of the available sources in an attempt at
solving the problem of how to execute these ornaments. His investigation resulted in a
choice of some 70 possible resolutions for the single-line ornament alone! If, for the sake
of clarity, one disregards the dangers of over-simplification, these resolutions can be compressed into the following very general principles: the single-line ornament, which in
Kuhnau's music always occurs between two successive notes, seems to indicate that one
of these two notes is to be played twice:
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The examples given above do not take into consideration the many possible

rhythmic variations which grow out of different tempi and note-values. These had to be
ignored in order to retain the greatest possible simplicity for this mere digest of the
Pasler preface, a study of which is highly recommended.
Kuhnau, in his explanation, points out that the execution of the ornaments depends
on whether the little lines are placed closer to the first note or the last one, i.e., whether
they come after the first or precede the last note. In the music itself, additional distinctions have been made, such as slants in different directions. Furthermore, the little lines
either cross a staff line or are placed in the upper or lower half of a space in the staff.
These distinctions are not accounted for by Kuhnau's remarks. Moreover, an examination
of the original edition shows that it is impossible most of the time to tell with any amount
of certainty into which of these various subtle categories of spacing the little lines belong.
It happens that among the sources of Kuhnau's time there is one book __which
mentions the little lines specifically in connection with Kuhnau's Neue Clavier-Ubung:
the Clavis ad Thesaurum Magnae Artis Musicae, by Thomas Balthasar Janowka. This
book was published in Prague, in 1701, i.e., one year after the Biblical Sonatas and 12
years after the first part of the Neue Clavier-Obung. Unfortunately the amount of
enlightenment it contributes is marred by an almost equal amount of new confusion.
] anowka, who calls the ornament expressed by the little lines Einjall, writes on page 38:
"If two little upward slanting lines, close together, are placed before any note in the same
line or space as that note, this means that the note is to be struck twice, and in such fashion
that the first striking is immediately followed by the second, which [latter] must come
on the beat." He goes on to say that "his accentibus notatas habet suas totas I4. Parthias
Virtuosissimus D. ]oannes Kuhnauen in suo: Neue Clavier-Obung . ... " He also includes
musical examples, but they only show the notes with the little lines, not the execution
of the ornament.
A musical example of the execution appears in Johann Gottfried Walther's
Musicalisches Lexicon (Leipzig, 1732). Here we find under Accento doppio three versions
of the double-line ornament: first a mordent, then a trill, and in his third version Walther
expressly refers to Janowka's description quoted above and gives the following example:
•
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While this interpretation of the ornament matches Janowka's verbal description
very well, it fails, unfortunately, to fit Kuhnau's music (apart from the fact that Walther,
unlike Janowka and Kuhnau, placed the little lines above the notes instead of between
them).
It appears that Janowka, as is quite understandable, was confused by Kuhnau's
explanatory remarks and mixed up the double-line and the single-line ornaments, and
that Walther took over ] anowka's version without first checking its validity. Less
pardonable is that both of them apparently never bothered to find out whether this
interpretation of the ornament actually made sense in connection with Kuhnau's music.
This last assumption seems to be borne out by the fact that the execution of the doubleline ornament as described by J anowka and given in notation by Walther, fits very well

in all those places where Kuhnau has the single-line ornament. It also matches about
half of the executions Pasler lists as possibilities for the latter sign. 4
This consideration leaves the double-line ornament free to mean something else
and, as it turns out, the problem is easily solved: it is used to indicate the mordent. This
becomes clear even from Kuhnau's own remarks and is corroborated by Walther in his
netry on the Accento doppio. (As was mentioned before Walther preceded his interpretation
of the alleged Kuhnau-Janowka sign by two other, equally valid possibilities of execution.)
In fact, this last parenthetical reminder should be taken as an important general indication to the entire situation of ornament-signs in the 17th and 18th centuries, and it should
discourage anyone from claiming that he "knows exactly" how to play the ornaments
of the period. There are many more rules of interpretation than there are sigm- many
of the rules being even mutually exclusive or, at least, contradictory- and the only thing
one may be reasonably sure about is that all of these rules probably possess some degree
of validity. Rigidity seems to be entirely out of place in this particular field.
Most ornament signs, at least in the 17th century, could mean many different
things, and thus Walther closed his paragraph with this apt admonition: "Because other
musicians use this sign [Ill to mark a mordent, and still others to express a trill, here again,
as in other matters, it depends a good deal on each composer's preference and freedom
[in the choice of what he wants the sign to signify]. He should consider it necessary,
though, to make himself clear, so that one can know just what he meant by the signs he
chose at his pleasure.""
As was mentioned earlier, the Frische Clavier-Friichte and the Biblical Sonatas,
unlike the Neue Clavier-Obung, appeared with only a few trill-signs 6 and no other ornaments indicated. J&uhnau's. reasons for omitting the ornament-signs in publications
following the Nt:.ucClavier-Obung are contained in his preface to the Frische ClavierFriichte, and since these remarks constitute a general clue to the interpretation of Kuhnau's
(and his contemporaries') keyboard music- a clue as vague as it is charming- they
deserve quotation here.
Kuhnau writes that in his previously published works he had shown how and
where one must play ornaments in order to be able to appreciate and enjoy his music
properly and to the full, and that he therefore deemed it now no longer necessary to
continue this custom, except for a few trills here and there. "Wer eine oder zwei von
selbigen Partien recht wird spielen konnen I der muss auch in diesem gegenwartigen Wercke
zu rechte kommen. Der Zucker I der eine Frucht versiisset I thut eben dergleichen bey denen
andern: Das ist: Die Manier, welche denen vorigen Stiicken eine Anmuth giebet I wird diese
nicht weniger lieblich machen konnen." (He wh9. can play properly one or two of those
Partien [the suites comprising the Neue Clavier-Ubung] will surely be able to find his way
in this present work as well. The sugar that sweetens one fruit has the same effect on
others, that is, the :N!anier which lent grace to the previous pieces will contribute no less
to the charms of these.)

*

*

*

In preparing the translations I have attempted to convert the wordy and highly
involved style of the German (highly involved even by 17th century standards) into
fairly smooth-reading English and still retain as close a translation as possible so as not
to obliterate the rather personal way in which Kuhnau liked to express himself.
Invaluable assistance in this rugged task was given by Robert H. S. Phillips, of
the Music Division of theN ew York Public Library. Equally invaluable was the thorough
checkup of the translations and the preface, as well as the many excellent general suggestions for improvement, made by Arthur Mendel, of Princeton University. My very
warmest thanks to both of them.
K URT STONE
-

•It may even be that Pasler would have weighted his list mo.re heavily in favor of the Janowka-Walther version (as corrected)
had he known that Janowka specifically mentioned the Neue Clavier-Ubung. Apparently, however, Piisler was not aware of this reference. Why should he otherwise have quoted Walther's reference to Janowka's book, but not Janowka's reference to Kuhnau which,
in this connection, is of much greater interest?
'His advice seems to have gone unheeded. In 1789 (i.<., even long after Carl Philip Emanuel Bach had issued hi~<ompre
hensive f/ersuch ... ) Daniel Gottlob Tiirk, in his Klavi~rJChul~, yielded to the ornament question with the cryptic remark: Es ist
unmi5glich, die Lehre von den rorschliigen ins R~ine zu bringen.'' (It is impossible to straighten out the ornament question.)
6 Why Kuhnau used t and tr interchangeably to indicate the trills is not clear.
Some writers of the period attached separate
meanings tot and tr. For example, Rein ken wrote that while X [or tr} was the sign for a trill with the lowrr note, tor !I stood for a
trill with the upper note (which is, incidentally, the exact opposite of Kuhnau's interpretation of !1 as a mordent, i.~., a short trill with
the Iowa note!) (cf. Joh. Adam Reinken's admonitio, as quoted (and mistranslated) in Spitta's]. S. Bach, English edition, 1884-, Vol. I,
p. 43 I, footnote 127). Daniel ~1erck gives a similar explanation oft and! i in his Comp~ndium Music a~ Instrumental is Chdicae, Augsburg,
1695 (as quoted in Gustav Beckmann's Das Violinspiel in Deutschland vor I?Oo, Simrock, I918, p. 40). However, a glance at the music
of the Biblical Sonatas will show that any such differentiations between t and tr do not seem to have been intended by Kuhnau.
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Gentle Reader!
Herewi~h I am publishing for the fourth time some Clavier works of my scant invention, printed
from copper [plates]. They are six sonatas in which I have tried to interpret some of the biblical stories
for the Liebhaber. However, in having given the child its name, as the saying goes, I shall not fare any
better than do barristers when they expound the cause of action in their pleadings. For by this superfluous
effort they only hand their opponents an occasion for argument- as for example when the contents do
not coincide too well with the headings or with the definition given to the action, while without this
heading the validity of the complaint could probably have been sustained. Similarly, much will be found
to the discredit of these sonatas of mine, and it will be said that they do not really illustrate what is
indicated by the accompanying words, and that, if I had not attempted this extra task, they might have
passed muster. Now, I can certainly imagine that many movements in the sonatas would seem questionable
to some people if the words were not there to guide them toward my intentions -as for example when
in the second sonata the violent paroxysm of King Saul's madness is represented by fifths running along
consecutively, or, similarly, his deep melancholy and heavy spirits by the seeming transgressions beyond
the bounds of the modes in the theme on page r6 [bottom] f.5 seqq., and by other departures from normal
usage, which, however, can all be defended and which were not written without reason.,...- And I am equally
certain that I did not do anything extraordinary or nonsensical in writing these representations. I am not
the first to have happened upon such inventions, unless the famous Froberger's and other excellent composers' various Batailles, Waterfalls, and Tombeaus are quite ignored, as well as entire sonatas written in the
same manner, in which the added words were always intended to help reveal the intentions of these composer~J Besides, it is well known that virtuosi, particularly those of antiquity, have always tried to achieve
through music almost the same results that masters of the arts of oratory, sculpture, and painting could produce. Now, in such tasks we must grant these arts some prerogatives in comparison with music. J\lmost any
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child of three or four years can guess what the brush or chisel of the master has attempted to show, and
if we may trust the ancients, then Zeuxis painted his grapes so realistically that even the unreasoning
birds flew at them. Indeed, this art is capable of conveying through the drawing of the face the inner
emotions of the spirit. Thus it is nothing new for people to be moved to laughter or to weeping by looking
at the depiction of a joyous spectacle or a sad one. Moreover, oratory has the spirits of its listeners
completely in its power and can mould them almost like wax into states of sadness, joy, compassion.
anger, love, or other emotions.
Nevertheless, music is not to be denied its long established repute in this sphere. To support
this claim. one ought not even to cite examples from the fable in which Orpheus and Amphion are said to
have performed most unusual feats through musicl Nor ought one to rely upon the wonders related in
the Scriptures, which, through music, were worked upon Saul and upon the Walls of Jericho; it could
perhaps be claimed that these wonders are to be explained in the one case by the moving description or
even the fanciful mind of the poet, and in the other as the work of the finger of God. (Instead I should
like merely to challenge anybody's own experience or conscience to deny that music has given him many
a pleasure and delight. /
At all events, it seems as if one might be somewhat hard pressed for proof, were one to claim that it is
in the power of the musicus to direct the minds of his listeners according to his will. True, he can accomplish
much if he has an acute understanding of the principia artis, the nature of the modes and the intervals, time,
meter, and similar things. But that he should have universal power over his listeners, and be able to move
every one of them now to joy, now to sadness, now to love, now to hatred, now to cruelty, now to charity,
now to some other emotion- this only very few will believe. And if nothing else could make us doubtful,
one fact alone should be enough: that men's natures are quite dissimilar. For it depends on the listeners'
temperament how difficult or easy it will be for the musicus to carry out his intention. A sanguine nature
can be led to joy or compassion without difficulty, while, on the other hand, the artist will have great trouble

if he wants to produce the same effect upon a melancholy or choleric temperament. Thus Timotheus,
through music, could readily persuade Alexander, who had an inclination toward war, to take up arms
against his enemies. But it must have been a good deal harder when it came to move him toward making
peace. It is also true that, generally, composers have used vocal music whenever "they desired to operate
in particular ways on the listeners' minds, because it is the words that play a great or even the principal
part in moving them. For speech by itself can accomplish much, and through music it acquires a truly
compelling force. This is proved by many church pieces written by composers who truly understand
what is meant by 1\!fusica Pathetica, but not by those perfunctory composers of today who, for example,
write a Kyrie eleison in a style that always makes it sound as though the peasants ought to be dancing
to a Pumper-Nicol. It is particularly noticeable how successful the masters were in the expression of
thoughts and emotions [Affecten], etc., in pieces written in the theatrical and operatic styles- pieces
which may be based on either sacred or profane themes. Certainly our compatriots, as well as the Italians,
have produced many faultless masterpieces in this genre. For example, there is a certain composer who
has in my judgment shown himself particularly worthy of admiration. I do not now wish to reveal his
name so that others who because of their deserved fame ought also to be mentioned, will not bear me
a grudge. Should someone, however, be curious and desirous of knowing his name, I shall propound a
Lusus ingenius in the form of a Problemus Algebraicus for his diversion (in fact, my entire work is nothing
but such a Lusus, as is clearly shown by my maiden, Music a, on the first engraved plate. But first he must
know that I have given to every letter a number corresponding to its position in the alphabet: thus A
equals I, B = 2, and so on. However, I shall leave the reader in doubt as to whether I have put one or
two letters too many at the end, in order that he should not at once be able to draw any conclusion simply
from observing the number of letters. In any case, the name will appear clearly after a correct solution has
been reached. This algebraic riddle, then, goes as follows: together the letters add up to a certain number.
The first letter would be a quarter of the total if it [the letter] were 4 greater. The next is 8 too largeotherwise it would be one-eighth of the aggregate. If I is added to the third it will be one-third of the
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first letter. If from the balance- which consists of the remammg letters -one again subtracts 4, it
then will have the same relation to the total of the previous three letters, as do the three angles of a
triangle to two right angles. The fourth, however, is the triplum of its predecessor. And if to the sum of
these four letters is added another 7, then the fifth is the square root thereof; just as the sixth, on the
other hand, if increased by I, is the cube root of the fifth. If one takes 2 away from the seventh letter
and adds it to the eighth, then each of these is one-eighth of the whole sum which was mentioned above
while still unknown.
He who solves the puzzle can easily pass as half an Oedipus, even though the equations are not
such that one needs to seek counsel from Cardamus, Vietus, or other algebraists, or from the cumbersome
methods of the extraction of roots, or the parabolas of the Englishman, Thomas Backer, and the regula
centrali arrived at therefrom. 1
To return to my original purpose: so far, mention has been made of singing and the power it
derives from the words. However. there is no doubt that if the appropriate effect is to be achieved by
means of purely instrumental music, the task will be more difficult, involving the application of principles
which to most musicians remain hidden.\ Music belongs among the mathematical sciences, which is to say
that it is axiomatic. No one will contradict me unless he is ignorant of the monochord which, as is well
known, shows in a self-evident and marvellous fashion the origins of harmony and of all intervals as well.
In particular, one who is versed in the ingenious science of algebra can quickly subdivide the string at any
specific point or numero, among the many thousands into which the string is divisible by means of the bridge
below it. Thus he can cut it in such a way that one segment of the string, plucked together with the other,
will sound the desired interval with accuracy, which shows that these demonstrations make it unnecessary
to rely solely upon one's deceptive sense of hearing. But of this I shall speak at some other time when I
intend, with God's help, to try my hand at a special treatise on composition wherein I shall further investigate the fundamentals of music and exhibit the excellent and admirable usefulness of Mathesis 2 and
especially the artis combinatorite which serve the inspiration so splendidly and which I have already treated
of in my Quacksalber. 3 On the same occasion, various other matters may be touched upon which might
seem rather paradoxical to some. For example, every one who, so to speak, is still in the lowest
1

The copy in the PrtussiJcht StaatJbibliothe-k in Berlin contains a notation by August Gottfried Ritter: "The riddle was solved by Heinrich ~1eissner,

Rukenmeisttr in Hamburg, and produced the name Stephani.. .. " Agostino Steffani (!654-1728) was one of the most important students of Johann Caspar Kerll.
2

Mathesis was the over-all term denoting the mathematical laws which were believed to govern nature and art alike, and by which one could
not only understand and predetermine the movement of the stars, but equally well the structure and effect of music.
'Johann Kuhnau: Der musicalische Quacksalbu (1700).
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grade among the students of composition has already been taught that the immediate progression from
one perfect consonance to one or several others is prohibited, and that, furthermore, one can find some
critics so strict that they regard even those among the musical poets who otherwise are justly entitled
to laurels, as crude "master-singers" or yodelers [Berg-Sanger], should they occasionally violate the rule
stated above. However, they ought to be aware of the reasons for the prohibition of such progressions,
namely that they create a great repugnance in the ear which is satiated to such an extent by a perfect
consonance that it cannot listen without annoyance to another one in immediate succession. But suppose
one could write two fifths or octaves in succession which would not seem unpleasant to the ear- an
arrangement which, under certain circumstances, is quite feasible? Would not this be an example of
cessante ratione prohibitionis, cess at ipsa prohibitio, as they call it in legal language?
Now I said above that one can demonstrate accurately the laws of harmony and intervals. But
as yet only a few people can conceive that it is also possible to maintain that a certain musical arrangement will have a specific effect on the emotions. I myself am surprised that many musicians, and
especially those who are not unfamiliar with the fundamentals of their art (among whom I also find the
otherwise open-minded Athanasius Kircher 4 ) still remain mired in the prejudices of the past against the
principles of Mathesis, and that they continue to repeat blindly and in true backwoods-fashion that this
mode has precisely one effect, and that another. In my opinion the famous Zarlino acted more wisely,
when in his so-called lnstitutioni H armoniche, parte .:f-, cap. 5, he always made use of phrases such as
si dice, dicono, referiscono- they say, it is said, and so forth- whenever he talked about the properties
of the modes. True, we certainly know that the structure of each mode has its own character. For
example, one whose second [degree] is a whole-tone and one whose second is a half-tone [above the
tonic]; and further, one whose half-tone below [the tonic] is major and one whose corresponding halftone is minor, 5 all have different effects. This can easily be noticed in transposition, in that a piece
in C natural, if brought up one tone to D major, has quite a different effect. The modes with a
4
16o2-168o. His most significant contribution to music was his book, Musurgia universalis siv~ ar.s magna ronsoni et dissnni (1650; German
edition 1662).
5
These differences are duC' to the unequal temperaments of keyboard instruments in Kuhnau's day.
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major third and those with a minor, however, are particularly different in that the former possess something perfect and cheerful, while the others represent sadness and melancholy and, because of the lack
of about a-half a comma or some other little fraction, longing. Nevertheless, if the temperament of
the listener is not predisposed to emotion, and neither the melodic character [modulation] nor the tempo,
(the slowness or rapidity of the notes or the beats), nor the meter achieve their best, then the music will
have scarcely more effect than the song of the Sirens in the fable had on the stopped ears of Ulysses
and his companions.
So that I now may justify the more readily what I intended to show in this work, I deem it nesessary
to say something about the various kinds of expression attainable through music. In my opinion:~me first
endeavors to create a certain mood [affectus], and, thus, get the listener himself into this intended mood.
This done, additional material taken from nature or art will be presented. In the first case, this may bt'
achieved in such a way that the listener soon perceives the composer's intention, even though it was not
indicated by words, as is the case in situations where one wishes, for example, to imitate the song of the
birds, such as that of the cuckoo or the nightingale, oi\ the ringing of bells, the report of a cannon, or
similarly [imitate] one instrument on another, such as the trumpets or kettle-drums on the clavier. In the
second case, however, [that of art] one aims at an analogy and selects and arranges the musical materials in
such a way that they may be compared with the imagined subject matter in aliquo tertia. Here words are
indeed necessary if the sounding harmony is not to be in at least as bad a situation as the mutes whose
language can be understood only by extremely few. Thus, in the first sonata I represent the snorting and
stamping of Goliath by means of the low-pitched and (on account of the dotted notes) defiant sounding
theme as well as by other rumbling sounds; the flight of the Philistines and the pursuit, by a fugue with
rapid notes, because the voices follow each other quickly; in the third [sonata] the bridegroom's love and
contentment mingled with the apprehension of misfortune, by a graceful melody interspersed with many
somewhat strange tones and cadences; likewise Laban's deceit by deceiving the [listener's] hearing and
by unexpected progressions from one mode to another (a procedure which the Italians actually call
inganno); similarly the uncertainty of Gideon by several entrances of the subject, now and again, always

followed by an entrance a second higher, in the manner of those unsure singers who are in the habit of
finding the pitch by such a questionable method; and other situations by other procedures whose appropriateness becomes evident only by analogy. And in all such cases a sympathetic interpretation is essential. For just as words occasionally need further interpretation, even though they are, after all, the
most efficient means by which a speaker can make others understand his thoughts, likewise one will
have to pardon the musician if he illuminates with the aid of words the dim concept of what he wishes
to convey to the listener. A few years ago I heard a sonata by a famous electoral Capell-lvieister which
its author 6 called La Medica. Now after he, as far as I remember, had depicted the moaning of the patient
and his relatives, as well as their running to the Medico in order to complain to him in their distress, there
finally came a Gique under which appeared the following words: The patient is getting on well but has
not yet fully recovered. Many wanted to scoff at this and thought the author woulsf probably have liked
to describe the joy of completely restored health had he been capable of doing so.' However, as far as I
can judge, the words and notes had been put down with good reason. The sonata was in d-minor, but in
the Gique one could always hear modulations toward g-minor. When at last the final [cadence] went back
to d the ear did not derive real satisfaction from it but would rather have heard it in g.' Now in conclusion,
concerning the affections of sorrow and joy, it is easy to represent them through ~~sic, and words are
not necessary for this unless one wishes to suggest a particular person, as was the case in my sonatas, so
that, for example, the \ament of the sad Hezekiah may not be taken for that of a weeping Peter, a lamenting
Jeremiah, or some other affiicted person.
It remains to be said that the words which had originally been inserted in the music in the
Italian language have been retained partly because the German [Gothic] letters do not come out
too successfully in engraving, and because the engraver thought it to be less work on account
of the somewhat shorter manner of expression, partly also because present-day musicians should
not be unfamiliar with the tongue of Italy considering that one finds the best and the most
delicate music, but especially the beautiful illustrations in I tal ian rather than in Latin and French
'Seiffert believes him to be Johann Caspar Kerll (!\lax Seiffert [-Weitzmann]: G<Hhicht< dn Klavinmusik, p. 248).
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books, to say nothing of the fact that one sees so many cantatas and operas in this language that the path
toward the interpretation of the text and the affections should be reasonably clear to those sufficiently alert.
In order that those who have not learned the language of the virtuosi musicorum likewise may
understand my intentions I have added the German equivalent before every sonata, in addition to the
thoughts that occurred to me about the story. It would, of course, have been sufficient if I had only put
down the synopsis of the stories in but a few words, in the manner commonly employed in operas and
comedies.' However, since everybody already knows the stories I have also communicated to the reader
the thoughts which had led me to the invention of the sonatas in order thus to prepare the listener for
the affect sought after, and lead his mind toward the comprehension of my intentions. ·
Yet, just as I had to add primarily those aspects of the stories which would perhaps have been
more conveniently conveyed through the music, likewise one will pardon me if such interpolations do not
always seem entirely in accord with the precepts of oratory, nor adequate to the themes.
Since the notes were put on the copper, not by one, but by several hands unused to the keyboard,
the rules [of the transcription into staff notation] of tablature were occasionally not observed very meticulously, nor the notes put below or above each oth~r as perpendicularly as is proper, but the sympathetic
musicus will soon become aware of these minor defects and condone them.
May he accept the good intentions and the Lusus Ingenii in a well-disposed manner, and even if
he should not be able to find in it anything to his taste- just as I myself now, while writing this preface
(after the music has already come from the engravers [Kupffer-Presse]) have wished that I could change
or improve one or two things- may he but realize that such
an attempt will not necessarily be successful
the very first time.

..

The Fight between David and Goliath
The portrait of the great Goliath drawn in the Scriptures, is a rather strange one. For here is
depicted a freak of nature- a giant, strong as a tree. Should one wish to determine his height, a measure
of six cubits would scarcely suffice. The brass helme't he wears on his head contributes not a little to the
appearance of his hugeness. The scaly coat of mail and the cuisses he wears around his legs, together
with the most important shield- the one he carries -as well as his spear the handle of which is like
a weaver's beam and likewise heavily studded with iron, shows abundantly that he must be imbued
with strength, and that all this load of hundred-weights does not inconvenience him in the least. If one
is already almost horror-struck at the mere description of this man, how terrified must the poor Israelites
have been when they came face to face with the living original of their enemy. For there he stands
before them as if he were trying to outshine the sun with his metallic armour, making an uncommon
clatter with the metal[-disks] that hang like scales one over the other, and snorting and roaring as if he
wants to devour them [the Israelites] all at once. His words sound in th.eir ears like terrible thunder.
He pours scorn on his enemies and their equipment, challenging them to send forth a champion from
their camp. This fight is to show on which party's shoulders the yoke of servitude must weigh. He
[Goliath] can easily imagine that by these means the sceptre over the Israelites will come into the hands of
the Philistines. But behold the miracle! While courage sinks in all of Israel's heroes, while everyone, whenever the giant merely shows himself, takes to flight, and while the giant warrior continues to call out his
habitual taunts against his enemies, David, a small, brave young shepherd-lad, announces that he is willing
to do battle with the iron-eater. For this he is criticized as being presumptuous. Nevertheless, David does
not let himself be deterred. He persists in his heroic resolution and goes to be heard by King Saul at his audience, [telling] him that he recently, with God's help, had fought with a bear and a lion who had stolen a sheep
from him; that he had not only torn their prey out of the savage brutes' mouths, but also killed them: thus he
hopes that he will succeed equally well in the fight with the Philistines' bear and lion. Hereupon he faces the
mighty giant, with a firm trust in the help of his God, armed with a sling and a few carefully chosen stones.
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The Philistines presently think: now the great hero will blow away the tiny foe-man like a grain of dust,
or kill him like a fly, particularly since he [Goliath] is getting very wrathful, fulminating against David
with horrible curses to the effect that he considers him a dog, coming to him not with arms worthy of a
soldier, but with a shepherd's staff. But David is not dismayed. Instead, he calls upon his God, and he
prophesies that his adversary would very soon fall to the ground without sword, spear, or shield, lose his
head, and yield his body to the birds and wild beasts to feed on. Hereupon David rushes toward the
Philistine and wounds him so sorely with a sharp stone slung deeply into his forehead, that he tumbles
down in a heap. Before he [Goliath] can rally himself David seizes the excellent opportunity, slays him
with his own sword, and carries his severed head away from the battle-ground as a trophy.
While heretofore the Israelites had always fled from the snorting and thumping of the huge Goliath,
so now the Philistines flee at the victory of little David. thus giving the Israelites an opportunity to hasten
after them and to fill the road with the corpses of the slain fugitives. It is easy to imagine how great the
joy of the victorious Hebrews must have been. This was evidenced by the women's coming out from the
cities in the land of Israel to meet the victors with tabrets, violins, and other musical instruments, intoning
a concert of various choirs to the text: Saul has slain his thousands, and D1vid his ten thousands.
Accordingly the Sonata expresses:
(1)
(z)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Goliath's stamping and ranting.
The trembling of the Israelites, and their prayer to God at the sight of this horrid enemy.
The steadfastness of David, his urge to crush the giant's boastful defiance, and his childlike trust in God's help.
The challenging words exchanged between David and Goliath, and the fight itself, in which the stone is slung
into Goliath's forehead, by which he is felled and even killed.
The flight of the Philistines, as well as how the Israelites chase them and slay them by the sword.
The rejoicing of the Israelites at this victory.
The concert to the glory of David, performed by the women in choirs.
And finally the general happiness which shows itself in an abundance of dancing and frolicking.
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